Unequal randomisation can improve the economic efficiency of clinical trials.
In the majority of clinical trials patients are randomised equally between treatment groups. This approach maximises statistical power for a given total sample size. The objectives of this paper were to determine if, when research costs between treatments differ, it is more economically efficient to randomise additional patients to the cheaper treatment, and how the optimum randomisation ratio can be estimated. Estimation of the most economically efficient randomisation ratio for four hypothetical clinical trials using cost-effectiveness analysis. When research costs differ between treatments, and there is no constraint on total sample size, it is always more cost-effective to randomise more patients to the cheaper treatment. For example, a cost ratio between the lesser and more expensive treatment of ten, results in a randomisation ratio of 3.2:1. Unequal randomisation ratios should be more widely used as this will achieve optimum statistical power for the lowest expenditure of research resources.